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                           1. Introduction

   It is well known that, in the case of homogeneous linear differential systems,

the boundedness of all solutions at the righti) is equivalent to the stability at the

right of the equilibrium. Even in the nonlinear case, the stability of the equi-

librium follows from the asymptotic vanishing of nonnull solutions under some

mild conditions (c£ (3, p. 166)).

   Counter examples for the circumstances above-mentioned were given by L.
                      fCesari (1, p. 96) and R. E. Vinograd (2). Another simple example will be

provided in this note.

Consider

   From

simplicity

the

let

                 2. Exainple

the system of differential equations2):

       x=-(1+t)x12l l-                            +y
                        1+t

       l= -(1+ t)y lzI + 1 tl t -x

       .z       2 = --- -            1+t

last equation we getz== C , where
                      1+t
us assume that c is positive.

c=z(O). For the sake of

1
)

2
)

A function flt) is bounded at the right if there exist

Ifet>1<M for t> L.

Differentiation with respect to the independent variable

positive numbers L, M

`t' is denoted by '.

such that
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Then

We have

 --xx+yy= (x2 + y2)( 1
1 -i- t

- c).

which

which

                  def
              U<t) == x2(t) + y2(t) = U(O)(1 + t2)e-2ct,

is asymptotically vanishing as t -> oo, but

               U(r;m - 1)> U<O) (,1,)'E'

tends to infinity as c -> O.
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